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Performance of the bootstrap for estimating tail probabilities is usually explained 
by saying that the bootstrap provides a one-term Edgeworth correction. However, 
simulation studies show that the bootstrap usually performs better than explicit 
Edgeworth correction. We present a theory which explains this empirical observa- 
tion. The theory is based on a comparison of relative error in bootstrap and 
Edgeworth approximation formulae and uses expansions of large deviation 
probabilities. We treat general Edgeworth approximations, not simply the one-term 
corrections usually associated with the bootstrap. We show that bootstrap and 
Edgeworth approximations are equivalent out to a certain distance in the tail. 
Beyond that point the bootstrap performs markedly better than Edgeworth correc- 
tion, except for the case of extreme tail probabilities where it is possible for 
bootstrap and Edgeworth approximations to outperform one another, depending 
on the sign of skewness. In the case of one-term Edgeworth correction the 
bootstrap performs markedly better for both moderate and large deviations, except 
in the extreme tails. Even there the bootstrap outperforms Edgeworth correction if 
skewness is of the right sign. c 1990 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The bootstrap was introduced by Efron [6] as a powerful tool for 
estimating a wide variety of statistical features. One of its important 
applications is the approximation of tail probabilities, this being basic to 
the construction of confidence intervals and hypothesis tests. Performance 
of the bootstrap in this setting is usually explained in terms of an empirical 
one-term Edgeworth correction. In particular, Singh [lS] showed that the 
bootstrap automatically corrects for the first term in an Edgeworth expan- 
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sion, thus improving on the normal approximation which ignores the first 
term. See also Bickel and Freedman [4], Babu and Singh Cl, 21, Hall [S]. 
Despite this encouraging description of the bootstrap it is clear from 
simulation studies that the bootstrap performs better than Edgeworth 
approximation when used to estimate tail probabilities. For example, Hall 
[7] discussed a method of explicit one-term Edgeworth correction for 
estimating tail probabilities and constructing confidence intervals, but it 
may be shown by simulation that the bootstrap provides intervals with 
greater coverage accuracy than does Hall’s approach. This remark also 
applies to more detailed Edgeworth approximation, involving more than 
one term. Our aim in the present paper is to present a theory which 
explains this phenomenon. An alternative approach, based on errors in Lp 
and related metrics, has recently been given by Bhattacharya and 
Qumsiyeh [3]. 
Our theory is based on a comparison of relative errors of different 
methods for approximating tail probabilities. For the sake of simplicity we 
follow the approach of Singh [ 151 and treat the case of approximating the 
distribution of a mean. Let X, X,, . . . . X,, be independent and identically 
distributed random variables with zero mean and unit variance, and write 
FJx)=zJ 
( 
.-1’2 i x, > x 
j=l ) 
for the tail probability associated with the standardised sample mean. Let 
~Jx) denote the bootstrap approximation to F,(x), and write GJx) for 
the empirical r-term Edgeworth approximation. Assume that the sampling 
distribution has a proper moment generating function and is smooth. (A 
sufficient smoothness condition is that the distribution be nonsingular.) We 
establish the following properties: 
(i) If x = x(n) + cc more slowly than n(1i6)P(1’6r), then the bootstrap 
and r-term Edgeworth approximations to F,Jx) are asymptotically equiv- 
alent. 
(ii) If x + cc more rapidly than r~“/~)-(“~” but more slowly than 
n113 then the bootstrap approximation to I;,(x) is asymptotically much 
betier than the r-term Edgeworth approximation, since the relative error of 
the bootstrap method is an order of magnitude smaller than that for 
Edgeworth approximation. In particular, if x + cc at a rate between n1i6 
and nli3 then the bootstrap approximation is asymptotically much better 
than the r-term Edgeworth approximation for any value of r. 
(iii) If x -+ co at a rate between nii3 and n112, and if E(X3) < 0, then 
the bootstrap is asymptotically better than any r-term Edgeworth 
approximation. However, for the same x, the situation is a little different 
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if @X3) > 0. In that case the ratio of the absolute values of bootstrap and 
Edgeworth approximation errors diverges to +co with probability $ and 
converges to unity with probability 4. In this circumstance the two 
methods are asymptotically equivalent with probability 4, and the 
Edgeworth method is better with probability 4. 
(iv) In intermediate cases, where .Y ---t m at rate n(“6)p’116r! or where 
x+00 atraten1j3 and E(X3) > 0, the ratio of the relative errors of the two 
approximations has a proper limiting distribution. However, the bootstrap 
has an edge, in the sense that the probability that the bootstrap performs 
better than the Edgeworth approximation converges to a number q 
satisfying 4 < q < 1. On the other hand, when .Y -+ m at rate nil3 and 
E(X3) < 0, the bootstrap always outperforms Edgeworth approximation, 
no matter what the value of r. 
(v) Case (i) is vacuous if r = 1, and in that circumstance we have the 
following result. If x + a at any rate slower than n’13 the bootstrap is 
asymptotically much better than a one-term Edgeworth approximation, in 
the sense that its relative error is of a smaller of magnitude. This result 
provides theoretical evidence to explain the empirical observation that the 
bootstrap performs better than one-term Edgeworth correction. 
(vi) The dichotomy arising from the cases E(X)) > 0 and E(X3) < 0 
in (iii) and (iv) above is reversed for large deviations in the lower tail. 
Section 2 describes bootstrap and Edgeworth approximations and states 
our main results. Our proofs require expansion formulae for large devia- 
tions of ordinary and bootstrap distributions, and those results will be 
given in Section 3. Extensions to cases other than the mean will be outlined 
in Section 3.5. Proofs of the main results will be given in Section 4. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
2.1. Summary 
Sections 2.2 and 2.3 define bootstrap approximations and Edgeworth 
approximations, respectively. Our main results are stated in Section 2.4 
and discussed in Section 2.5. Let X, Xi, X,, . . . denote independent and 
identically distributed random variables with zero mean and unit variance. 
2.2. Bootstrap Approximation 
Let X=n-‘CXi and ~*=n~‘~(Xi-X)* denote the mean and 
variance of the sample 5Y = {Xi, . . . . X,}. Write {XT, . . . . X,*} for a resample 
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drawn at random with replacement from X. The bootstrap approximation 
to I;, is p,,‘,, defined by 
&(x)=P 
i 
n-1’2&1 i (XT-X)>x x . 
i=l Ii 
2.3. Edgeworth Approximation 
If the distribution of X is smooth-for example, if it is nonsingular-and 
if E(lXl”‘) < cc, where r > 1 is an integer, then F,(x) admits an r-term 
Edgeworth expansion, 
F,(x) = G,(x) + o(n-‘j2) 
uniformly in x, where 
G,(x) = 1 - @p(x) + c nPi’*plj(x) q(x), 
J=l 
cp and @ are standard normal density and distribution functions, respec- 
tively, and pu is a polynomial of degree 3j- 1. The coefficients in pv 
depend on moments of X up to the (j + 2) th. For example, 
PII = $(x2 - I)> 
p,Jx) = &x(x2- 3) + &fx(x‘l- 10x2 + 15), 
(2.1) 
where y = E(X3) denotes skewness and K = E(X4)- 3 is kurtosis. See 
Petrov [12, Chap. VI] for details. An estimate iv of the polynomial pu is 
obtainable by replacing the moment p,= E(X’) in coefficients by its 
standardised estimate, 
fi,=b-‘n-’ ‘f (Xi-X)‘. 
For example, if we replace y by y^ = fi3 and K by R = ji4 - 3 in (2.1) then we 
obtain the estimates pii and $i2. Thus we are led to the empiric Edgeworth 
approximation, 
G,(x) = 1 - Q(x) + i n-i12jjlj(x) q(x). 
j=l 
2.4. Comparison of Bootstrap and Edgeworth Approximations 
Both f”(x) and e,(x) are approximations to F,(x). Their relative perfor- 
mance is easy to deduce in the case of fixed x. There, 
G,(x) - f&4 = n-“‘OMX) - pdx)~ d-4 
-n-“+l’/2p, ,r+ 1b) dx) + 0,W3’2), 
~~(x)-F,(x)=n~“2{B11(x)-pI,(x)} q(~)+O,(n-~‘~). 
683/35/l-8 
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Hence if r 2 2, or if r = 1 and p&x) = 0, then the error ratio 
it, = fin(x) = @‘n(x) -~n(x)}/{~,(x, - G,(x)) 
converges to unity in probability. On the other hand, if r = 1 and pi2(x) # 0 
then 
in distribution, where C > 0 is a constant and Z is normal N(0, 1). In this 
formula, C-’ denotes the asymptotic variance of n”*{~ii(x) - pii(x 
P,*(X). 
We now treat the more interesting case where x=x(n) diverges as n 
increases. In interpreting our next result the reader should bear in mind 
that “the smaller the value of I/?,,/, the better is the performance of the 
bootstrap.” In particular, the bootstrap outperforms r-term Edgeworth 
approximation if 8, + 0. 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume X has zero mean, unit variance, finite moment 
generating function in a neighbourhood of the origin and satisfies 
lim sup JE(e”X)l < 1. (2.2) 
111 -m 
Suppose also that pl,, + , is of precise degree 3(r + 1) - 1 = 3r + 2 and that 
E(X3) # 0. 
(i) Zf x + co and x = o(n(1/6)P’1/6r)) then fi,, -+ 1 in probability. 
(ii) If x + co and x/n(1/6)P(‘/6’) + C for some 0 < C < co, then 
#&+(l+CZ’))i 
in distribution, where C’> 0 and Z has the N(0, 1) distribution. 
(iii) Zf x/n(1/6)-(116’) + co and xjn’j3 -+ 0 then fi, + 0 in probability. 
(iv) If x/n’j3 +CforsomeO<C<co, then(a)zfE(X3)>0, 
fin+l-eC’Z 
in distribution, where c’ > 0 and Z has the N(0, 1) distribution; and (b) if 
E( X3) < 0, 6, + 0 in probability. 
(v) If x/n”’ + co and x/n”* -+O then (a) if E(X3)>0, 
P(l-&<fi”<l+&)-+; and P(P,< --E-p-+; 
for each E > 0; and (b) if E(X3) c 0, 6, -+ 0 in probability. 
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2.5. Remarks 
(i) Condition (2.2) is a smoothness restriction. It holds if the 
distribution of X is nonsingular-in particular, if X has an absolutely 
continuous distribution-but not if X is lattice. 
(ii) If r22 and x-Cn (1’6)P(1’6r’ then the bootstrap does perform a 
little better than Edgeworth approximation on average, as may be seen 
from the iimiting distribution of jjn: 
A similar argument shows that the bootstrap has even more of an edge 
when x N Cn113 and E(X3) > 0, since 
P( 11 - eC’ZI < 1) > $. 
(iii) No matter how large the value of r, the bootstrap approxima- 
tion outdoes the Edgeworth approximation if x increases at a rate between 
nil6 and n’13. 
(iv) If x increases at a rate between n1j3 and nl’*, and if ,8(X3) > 0, 
then Edgeworth approximations outperform the bootstrap with probability 
z ’ and are equivalent to the bootstrap with probability 4. However, when 
E(X3) < 0 the bootstrap always outperforms Edgeworth approximation. 
(v) The case where x + cc at rate nl/*, or faster, cannot be treated 
in the same manner. To appreciate why, observe that if x > Cn’/* and 
P( 1X1< C) = 1 then F,(x) = 0, and so the various approximations amount 
to no more than estimates of zero. 
(vi) We should mention that results on convergence of infinite 
Edgeworth expansions require the stringent moment condition 
E(eXzi4 )< cc (Cramer [S]). 
3. FORMULAE FOR LARGE DEVIATIONS 
3.1. Introduction 
Our proofs of the results in Section 2 require large deviation formulae for 
F,, and p”. These will be given in the present section. The necessary 
formulae for F,, are already known. However, the proofs in the literature 
are based on order-of-magnitude estimates of remainder terms and are 
awkward to extend to the bootstrap case. It is possible to give a more 
straightforward proof of large deviation formulae for F,,, based on 
Cramer’s idea of auxiliary distributions and involving explicit bounds for 
each remainder. This enables large deviation formulae to be established 
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with relatively little effort, essentially by Taylor expansion. Therefore our 
approach to describing the large deviation formulae for $n is to first sketch 
a general, straightforward proof in the case of F”, that situation being 
notationally simpler, and then note the minor adjustments which need to 
be made to apply that proof to p,,. Only one of these adjustments, result 
(3.14) requires elaboration, and a proof of that formula will be given at the 
end of Section 4. 
Section 3.2 derives large deviation formulae for F,, Section 3.3 outlines 
a general argument for proving such results, and Section 3.4 applies that 
argument to obtain a large deviation formula for F”. Section 3.5 considers 
generalisations to statistics other than the mean. 
Let cp, @ denote standard normal density, distribution functions, respec- 
tively, put II/ = cp/( 1 - @), and write y, K for the standardised skewness, 
kurtosis of a random variable X. We take X to have zero mean and unit 
variance, in which case y =E(X3) and ri=E(X4)- 3. 
3.2. Large Deviation Formulae for F,, 
Let X, X,, X,, . . . be independent and identically distributed random 
variables with zero mean, unit variance, finite moment generating function 
in a neighbourhood of the origin, and cumulant generating function 
K(8) = log E(eex). Write h = h(t) for the solution of the equation K’(h) = r. 
Then h(r) is well defined if 1~1 < r1 for some 0 < r1 < co, and within this 
radius, admits an absolutely convergent power series expansion: 
Put 
h(z)= T - $x2+ i(3y2- K) T3 + .‘. . (3.1) 
n(T)=[K(h(T)}-th(T)++t2]T-3=dy+&(K-3y2)T+ ..‘, 
which series is absolutely convergent if 1~1 6 z2 for some 0 < T* < co. This is 
called Cram&s series. Cramer’s theorem on large deviations, refined by 
Petrov, states that for x > 0 and x = o(n’j2), 
F,(x) s P n’j2 = { 1 - Q(x)} exp{n1/2x3A(x/n1’2)} 
x [l +O{@(x+ l)}] (3.2) 
as n + co (e.g., Petrov [12, p. 2181). 
We might compare the large deviation formula (3.2) with an Edgeworth 
expansion for F,(x), which declares that if E( IXl’+3) < co and the charac- 
teristic function of X statisfies (2.2) then 
F,(x) = 1 - Q(x) + c ~“‘p,~(x) p(x) + U(PZ~(~+ 1)‘2) (3.3) 
i= 1 
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uniformly in -cc < x < co, where p ri, j > 1, is a polynomial of degree 3j - 1 
whose coefficients are polynomials in the moments of X up to the (i+ 2) th 
(e.g., Petrov [12, p. 1691). 
We may write expansion (3.3) in the same form as (3.2): for x > 0, 
F,(x) = (1 -Q(x)} 
{ 
1 + i n-“‘p,,Jx) $(x) 
j= 1 1 
x [l + O{n- (r+ 1)/2(,+ 1) @j]. (3.4) 
Compare (3.2) and (3.4), noting particularly that, for x > 1, the remainder 
in (3.2) is of size IZ -1’2x whereas that in (3.4) is of size n-(‘+ 1”2xeX2’2. For 
small x, (3.4) is more informative than (3.2) but the reverse is true for 
large x. Indeed if x=x(n) -+ cc more rapidly than (log n)“’ then (3.4) is 
controlled entirely by, the remainder term. 
It is possible to marry the two expansions (3.2) and (3.4). This is the 
approach adopted by Saulis [14], Wolf [16], and Rozovsky [13], 
although those authors do not clarify the origin of terms in the combined 
expansion. That is our objective in the remainder of this section. 
To combine (3.2) and (3.4) observe that for bounded x we may write 
exp{ -.-‘i2x3A(x/n’/2)} = 1 + i n-J2p,,i(x) + O(n-(‘+1)/2), 
j= 1 
where p2,j is a polynomial of degree 3j with coefficients being polynomials 
in moments of X up to the (j + 2)th. Define tij to be the function (not a 
polynomial) determined by the formal expansion 
i l+Crl -12Plj(X) Ii/(X) 
Ii 
1 + 1 K’12p2.j(X) 
j2 1 i2 1 1 
= 1 + 1 Kii2$j(X). 
/Zl 
For example, 
vQ,(x) = dv{(x’ - 1) ti(x) -x3}, 
and $i(x) = 0(x-‘) as x + +co. It follows directly from (3.3) that for 
bounded x. 
F,(X){ 1 - a(x)}-’ = exp{n- 1/2x3A(x/n’/2)} exp{ -,-1’2x31(x/n1’2)} 
x 1 + i n-j’2pl,(x) Il/(x)+O(n-‘r+‘)‘2 
1 j=l )I 
= exp{n-“2x3A(x/n”2)) 
x i + i n-j’211/j(X)+0(n-(‘+1)‘2 
1 j= 1 4. 
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This argument is rigorous for bounded x. In fact the results is true for 
all x=o(n”*), provided we interprete the remainder O(n-“+ ‘I’*) as 
O[{n-“*(X+ l)}“+“]. 
THEOREM 3.1 (Saulis [ 141). Assume X has zero mean, unit variance, 
finite moment generating function in a neighborhood of the origin and 
satisfies (2.2). Let 0 <x = o(n112) as n -+ a. Then for each 1 <r < co, 
F,(x) = { 1 - @(.x)} exp{n-“*x3A(x/n1’*)} 1 + i np”2$j(x) + R,(x) 
J=l 
where R,(x) = O[ {n-l/*(x + l)}“‘]. 
3.3. Notes on the Proof of Theorem 3.1. 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 can be given in a very straightforward 
manner, provided we use Cramtr’s method of auxiliary distributions. 
Indeed, employing that argument we may readily establish a bootstrap 
version of Theorem 3.1, which is needed to derive the results in Section 2. 
Details of either proof are as follows. 
For sufficiently small 181, write M(8) = E(esX) for the moment generating 
function of X. Put 
H@(U) = M(B)-’ I’ e’“dP(X< v), 
- m 
CramCr’s auxiliary distribution function. Let p8 and 0: be the respective 
mean and variance of the distribution H,, let X,,, . . . . X,, be independent 
and identically distributed with distribution H,, and define 
H,,(u) = W-1, + . . . + X,, - n,uL, < nl’*agu). 
Henceforth, put 8= h(x/n’j2) ( ~x/n’/~ if x= o(n”‘)). Then if O<x<~n”’ 
and E is sufficiently small, 
F,(x) = exp{ - $x2 + n- 1’2x31(x/n1’2)} joa exp( -n-1’280,y) dH,,(y) 
(3.5) 
(e.g., Ibragimov and Linnik [lo, p. 1741). 
The attraction of formula (3.5) is that it is exact and is applicable to a 
great many cases, for example, to that where the Xi’s are interpreted as 
elements of a resample drawn at random from a sample. The exponential 
portion of the right-hand side of (3.5) is already in much the right form; 
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compare (3.2) and note that 1 - @(x)~x-~q(x) as x + co. To put the 
integral portion of the right-hand side into a more usable form, let 
HndY)=@(Y)- 2 np”2Plj/3(Y) V(Y)+n-“+1)‘2ArO(Y) (3.6) 
j=l 
denote the Edgeworth expansion of H,, to order r. Here the polynomial 
plje is the same as pv except that the distribution function of X is taken to 
be Ho when working out coefficients. Thus, defining 
4lj64Y) cP(Y)=(d/dY)Plj@(Y) V(Y), 
so that qlje is a polynomial of degree 3j, and putting 
we have 
exp( - n”*tb, y) dH,@( y) 
= exp($&*og) IOrn { 1 - C n -“*qlm(y)} 
j=l 
x cp(y+n”*Ba,) dy+n-(‘+“‘*B,, 
= exp( fnO*oi) 
x 
i 
1 - @(n’/*&7,) - i n-j~2q2je(n1/200,) cp(d/*eO,) 
j=l 
+ n - (r + 1 3#e, (347) 
where 
q2js(U)=cP(U)-’ Srn qlje(Y-u) cP(Y)dY 
u 
is a polynomial of degree 3j with bounded coefficients. 
To bound the term in B,., in (3.7) let us assume that the following non- 
uniform bound is available for the remainder A,,(y) in our Edgeworth 
expansion (3.6): 
sup (1 + Y*)LMY)I G c(e). (3.8) -al< “<cc 
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Since 8 = h(x/nl/*) and 0 Q n’/*&r, < C, x for 0 <x < En’/* and sufficiently 
small E (note (3.1)), then 
IB,,I = n”*&, 
I J 
mexp(-nl’z~~,~)~r~(~)dy-~ArB(0) <C2(~+l)c(e), 
0 
where C, = Cr J (1 + y*) ~’ dy + 1. (Here C,, C2 > 0 are fixed constants, 
not depending on n or x.) From this estimate, (3.5) and (3.7) we conclude 
that 
FJx)= {1-@( nl’*f?aO)} exp{ - $x2 + n-1’2x312(x/n1’2) + ~nd’cr~} 
X 
1 
1 - i n-~~2q2js(n1~2~a,) $(n’12B8s) + n-“+ 1)/2DI, , 
I 
(3.9) 
,=I 
where 
ID,, I < C2(x + 1) c(e){ i - @(nl/*&,)} ~ 1 exp( - $!120~) 
d c2(x+ I)(1 +d/*e~,)c(e). (3.10) 
The rest of the proof of Theorem 3.1 is a matter of mere Taylor expan- 
sion, starting from (3.9). The functions r,Gj have already been identified by 
the argument in Section 3.2, and all that remains is to check that the 
remainder term R,(x) is of the correct order. This follows easily from the 
fact that x = o(n”*), that 
8 = h(x/dl*) = (x/n’/*) - $y(x/n”‘)‘+ 8(3y* - rc)(x/n”‘)’ + ..., 
and (under the conditions of Theorem 3.1) that C(e) in (3.8) is bounded 
uniformly in 0 < 0 < E sufficiently small. The latter result is a consequence 
of a classical argument such as that used to establish Theorem 3, page 169 
of Petrov [12]. (Note that the bound at (3.10) gives jDreI < C3(1 +x)‘. 
This is sufficient to give the theorem for ra 2, and the theorem for any 
r > 1 follows from the theorem for r’ > r.) 
3.4. Large Deviation Formulae for p,, 
Adopt the notation in Section 2, so that %* = {X:, . . . . X,*} represents a 
resample drawn at random, with replacement, from % = (X,, . . . . X,}. Put 
X= n - ’ x Xi and 8* = n - ’ C (Xi - X)‘, and let fij and rZj be the moments 
and cumulants, respectively, of the conditional distribution of Y* = 
(X* -X)/B, where X* denotes a generic XT. Moment and cumulant 
generating functions of X are 
M(e) = E(esX) = f pjej/j!, 
I=0 
fqe) = log M(e) = f Kjeyj!, 
j= 1 
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with bootstrap estimates 
~(e)=~(~ey*~~)=~-l~-e~/l" i eWe= f fijp/j!, 
j=l j=O 
R(e) = log A?(e) = f lz,ej/j!. 
j= 1 
Note that ~i=~i=fl~=<~=O, pZ=tiZ=/iZ=R2=1. 
Of course, M(0) and K(B) might converge only within a certain radius. 
If 
M,(B) = E(eejX’) < cc 
for 0 < 8 < f3,, then M(B) and K(8) converge absolutely within this range: 
f Ipjejl/j! < c0, f IKjejljj! < CO for o<e<eo. 
j=O j=l 
It follows that A?(0), k(0), and fro(0) = E(eelX*’ 1%) converge absolutely 
and uniformly within one quarter of this range: 
sup f Ifijeq/j! < 03, sup f Irijeq/j! < CO, sup Go(e) < a 
fl>l j-0 n>l j=O ?I>1 
(3.11) 
with probability one for 0 < f3 < tI,/4. To appreciate why, observe that 
~[p2,(e)-d4,(e))41=~ n-1 f: (es’x”-Mo(e)) 1 
4 
J=l 
6 n -2c,~~(4e), 
where Co is an absolute constant. By Markov’s inequality we have for each 
E>O and 0<0<0,/4, 
f qlfio(e) - ikf,(e)I > E} < E-4cohfo(4e) f n-* < 00, 
II=1 ?I=1 
whence by the Borel-Cantelli lemma, A,(e) + M(8) with probability one. 
Therefore 
SUP Qo(e) < 00, (3.12) 
II>1 
from which follows (3.11). (To obtain the first two parts of (3.11) from 
(3.12), note that 6 + 1 with probability one and that (3.11) is trivial if 
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the supremum is taken over a bounded range of n since the conditional 
distribution of Y* is compactly supported.) 
Recall from Section 3.2 that the functions h, II, and $j are defined in 
terms of the cumulant sequence (xi). At each place where K~ appears, 
replace it by 12,, thereby obtaining the bootstrap versions h, 1, and 4, of the 
functions h, 2, and I,+,. The argument in the previous paragraph may be 
used to prove that for 8, > 0 chosen sufficiently small, the series defining /i 
and 1 converge absolutely and uniformly within [0, 0,). For example, if 
j(r) = C jj8j then with probability one, 
This fact and a bootstrap version of (3.8) are all that we need to apply the 
argument in Section 3.3 to the bootstrap case, obtaining the following large 
deviation theorem for 
&(x)=P 
i 
n-l’* i: (x;-w)/cf>x s?- . 
j= 1 I I 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume X has finite moment generating function in a 
neighborhood of the origin and satisfies (2.2). Let 0 <x = o(n’12) as n + co. 
The for each 16 r < 00, 
FJx) = { 1 - a(x)} exp{n~“*x3K(x/n”*)} 
{ 
1 + i n-"$j(X) + Ai, , 
j=l I 
where d,(x) = O[ (nP”‘(x + l)}r’ ‘1 with probability one. 
The required bootstrap version of (3.8) is 
sup sup (1 + Y2)lk?(Y)l = W) < m, (3.13) 
IID1 -co<v<m 
where a,,(y) denotes the remainder in the bootstrap version of (3.6), and 
e(e) is a proper random variable having the property 
SUP C(e)<a 
O<B<& 
(3.14) 
with probability one for some E > 0. The proof of (3.14), encompassing a 
proof of (3.13), will be outlined in Section 4. 
3.5. Large Deviation Formulae for Other Statistics 
We have treated the simplest case, that where the statistic of interest is 
a mean. Other circumstances can often be handled by using multivariate 
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large deviation formulae. For example, suppose that the statistic under 
investigation is a Studentised mean, 
where Y, = n-Ii2 C Xj, Yz =.-‘I2 C (Xj- 1). (We continue to assume 
that the X;s have zero mean and unit variance.) Given x > 0 put 
f&= {(y,,y,)ER*:l +n-“2y2-np1y:>0, 
y,(l +n-“2y,-.-‘y:)~“2>X) 
and P,(&‘X)=P{(Y,, Y2)eG),}. Then P(S,>x)=P,(&), and so large 
deviation formulae for the Studentised mean may be obtained from 
analogous formulae for the non-Studentised bivariate mean (Y,, Y,). Ver- 
sions of the latter, being multivariate analogues of (3.4), are given by 
Osipov [li]. They apply to I’,(&‘) whenever d can be written as the dif- 
ference between two convex sets gl and w2, B = %?r\Q?*. That is certainly the 
case in our example, since we may take 
both of which are convex. 
Osipov’s [ 1 l] result is “absolute,” in the sense that all bounds in the for- 
mula are given explicitly in terms of known constants rather than orders of 
magnitude. Therefore the formula may be applied to the bootstrap case. 
One may also develop versions of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 in a multivariate 
setting, but we shall not investigate that problem here. 
4. hOOFS 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. By using a subsequence argument we see that 
the five cases in Theorem 2.1 may be broken up somewhat differently, into 
the five cases: 
(i) xfn116 + 0 (which we subdivide into three subcases x = 
ok (l/6)- (Wr) h x - cnW-U/W, nW6)-W’W = o(x)), (ii) x - CPZ”~, 
(iii) x/n1’6 + 00 and xln ‘I3 + 0, (iv) xw Cnli3, (v) x/n”3 + 00 and 
x/n ‘I2 --, 0. Strictly speaking the latter five cases should be treated for 
arbitrary increasing subsequences-for example, case (i) should be inter- 
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preted as x(n,)/ny6 + 0 as nk 7 co. However, this involves only notational 
changes and no alterations of substance, so we do not dwell on the issue 
of subsequences. 
Let &, I., , . . . and f,, I,, . . . denote the coefficients in Cram&r’s series and 
its bootstrap version, respectively, 
j=O j=O 
Case (i) x + co, xln II6 + 0. Put +(x) = q(x){ 1 - a(x)}-‘. Since 
I&X) N x then 
{G,(x)--G,(x)}{1 -@(x)}-‘=Ic/(x) 2 np”2{B~,(X)-P~j(x)} 
j= 1 
",:, n~"2x(a,j(x)-P1,(x)). 
Now, fiv is of degree 3j - 1, and so 
n-J’2x{jS,j(x) - pIi( = Op(n-‘j+ 33’2x3j) = o&n-‘x3), 
the second equality holding for ja 2. Therefore, 
{G,(x)-G,(x)}{1 --Q(x)}-’ =n.“2x{@,I(x)-p11(x)> =op(n-‘x3) 
=n -‘j2d ‘y--)x3+0 ( P (n- ‘x3). (4.1) 
Since ~r,,+r is of precise degree 3r+ 2 then ~r,~+r(x)m C1x3’+* for 
some C, # 0, whence 
{F,(x) - G,(x)} { 1 - Q(x)} -’ - $(x1 n-(‘+‘)‘2p1,r+ 1(x) 
- cln-(r+“/ZX3r+3 
Therefore with Z,, = in”‘(f - y), 
m+~“(4Hl -@(x)‘l-1 
= C&(+G,(x)- {f’,(x)-G,(x)~l{l -@W-’ 
=n - ix3zn, _ cln-e+ 1)/2~3r+3 
+op(n~‘X3+n-(r+1)/*x3r+2) 
Similarly to (4.1), 
{pJ,(x)--F,(x)}{1 -G(x)}-’ =np’x3ZHl +o,(n-‘x3). 
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Taking the ratio of the last two formulae and noting that Z,, is asymptoti- 
cally normal N(0, UT) where 0 <a, < co, we see that 
~,=(l+OP(l)}(l-clzn~ n 1 -(1-1)/2~3r)-I~ 
Therefore p, up 1 ifx=o(n(l/6)-(l/6r) ); 6, has a proper limiting distribution 
equal to that of (1 + const Z - ’ )-I, where Z is normal N(0, 1 ), if 
x = const a(1/61.-(116r); and in +P 0 if a(1/6)b (lb) = o(x). 
Case (ii) x/n 1i6+C, O<C<co. Here, 
Pn(x)(1-@(x)}-1=exp{C3Ko+n-113C3~1+0,(n-2~3)} 
x { 1 + nP”21jl(X) + qn-2’3)) 
= exp{ C3& +n-‘13C3Al + OJn-‘I*)} 
x fl+n-“2~,(x)+0,(n-2’3)j 
=F,(x){l-@(x)}~‘{1+0,(n~1’2)}. 
Therefore. 
{P~(X)-F,(x)}{l-@(X)}-1=0,(n-1’2). (4.2) 
Furthermore, 
ce"(x)-G,(x))(l-~(X))-'=~(X) 2 n-f12(Blj(X)-Pl/(X)) 
j=l 
= {1+0(l)} 2 n-‘12x{~*j(X)-~*j(x)} 
j=l 
+Z 
in distribution, where Z has an N(0, a’) distribution and 0 <a < 00. (Note 
that xplj(x) is of degree 3j.) Also, 
{F,,(x)-G,(x)}{1 -Q(x)}-1 =exp(C3&)- i n-i/2~pli(~)+0(1) 
j=l 
=exp(C3&)- C C3j~j+o(l), 
j=l 
where cj denotes the coefficient of x3j- ’ . m plj(x). Subtracting the last two 
displayed formulae we deduce that 
{G,(x)-F,(x)}{l-Q(x)}-‘+Z-exp(C3&)+ C C3jcj. 
j=l 
in distribution. From this result and (4.2) we deduce that fi,, 3 0. 
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Case (iii) x/n1j6 -+ co, x/n u3 + 0. Put D,, =&(x,( 1 - Q(x)} --I, D,, = 
F,,(x){ 1 -Q(x)}-‘. Then 
D,,=exp(n~‘~*~,~~+~~‘~~~~+n~~‘*~~x~+~~(1)) 
=exp{n- 1’2&x3+n-1A1x4+n ~3’2~,x5+0p(l)} 
=Dnz{l +q,W}. 
Therefore 
Dn,lDn, 3 1. 
Also, 
Dn3={G,(x)-G,(x))(l-@(x)}~1 
=(1+0(l)} C n -“‘x{dljw -P,,(X)) 
j=l 
=n - (r + 1 ~12X3rZ-2) 
where Z,, is asymptotically normal N(0, a:) and 0 < a2 < 00; and 
D,,=G,(x)(l-Q(x))+= (1+0(l)) i n-j’*~p,~(x), 
j=l 
whose precise order of magnitude is between nPli2x3 and (n-1’2~3)r, 
depending on the values of coefficients in pu for 1 6 j< r. (Note that 
& # 0, implying that pii is nondegenerate.) If A,, > 0 then D,, + cc and 
(n-“*x3)j/Dm2 -P 0 for each j3 1, whence 
(IDn31 +D,,+ ID,, -D,,IYD,, 30. 
If A,, < 0 then D,, + 0 and (n -“*x3)j + cc for each j > 1, so that D,, + 00. 
Since D,, is asymptotically normal with zero mean, ID,, + D,, I 4 00. 
Therefore in both the cases & < 0 and & > 0, 
fin = (D,, - Dndl(Dn3 + D,, - Dn2) 3 0. 
Case (iv) x/n’13 + C, 0 < C< co. Define D,, , . . . . D, as in Case (iii), 
and put Z,, = n”‘(&, - A,) and 
u =n-“21,x3+nP1;11x4+n n -3/2l2xs + nP2A3x6. 
Then Z,, is asymptotically normal N(0, a:) where 0 <a, < co. Also, 
D,l=exp{~,+C3Z,l+~p(1)}, Dn2=exp{u,+41)}, 
D,, = O,(n- (I + 1 Wx3r) = O&+’ - 1 W), 
D,, = { (n-1/2x3)r} = O(n’12). 
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If A,,>0 then u,-n 1/2120C3 -+ +a~, whence 
fin = (0,~ - Dn2)/(Dn3 + Dn, - Dn2) = { 1 + Op(l)}(Dnz - Dn~)lDnz 
= (1 +oP(l)}{l -exp(C32,,)}. 
If &,<O then u,-n 1/210C3 -+ -co, whence D,, + Dn2 _tp 0. Also, as in 
Case (iii), ID,,, + D,, 1 +p co, and so b,, +p 0. 
Case (v) x/n”’ + co, x/n’/’ + 0. Define Dnl, . . . . D,, and Z,, as in Case 
(iv), and put 
w, = n-‘12X3 f Aj(x/n’/2)j. 
j=O 
Then Z,, is asymptotically normal N(0, a:), 
D,,=exp[w,+ (1 +op(l)) n-‘x3Z,,], Dn2=ev{wn+41)), 
Dn3=Op(n-“+1’~2~3’), D,, = O{(n~“~x~)~}. 
If Lo>0 then w,-n -1’2x31Lo + 00, whence 
Bn = (D,I - DnzWn3 + Dn, - Dn2) 
=1-exp[{1+0,(1)}n~‘~~Z,,]+0~(1). 
Therefore P(l-s<p,<l+s)+$, P(@,<-c’)+$ for each s>O. If 
A,<0 then w,-n -1’2x31Lo + --co, whence it follows as in Case (iv) that 
fin -PO. 1 
Proof of (3.14). We use notation from Section 3, and assume that 
E(X) = 0, E(X2) = 1. The bootstrap auxiliary distribution function (i.e., the 
bootstrap version of Ho) is 
Ae(u)=A(flp’ ja ee”dP(Y*<oIX), 
--m 
where Y* = (Xx - x)/b. The characteristic function, mean, and variance of 
this distribution are 
j=l 
n 
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respectively. If pe, cB are as in Section 3.3 then 
sup (I&-PLeI + Ib’s-cel)+O 
101 <c 
with probability one for sufficiently small E > 0. 
The bootstrap version of the distribution function H,, appearing in (3.6) 
is Ej,,, whose characteristic function is 
ins(t) = ~&(t/n”*d~)~ exp( -n”*/i,8~’ it). (4.3) 
The bootstrap version of (3.6) is 
j=l 
where plje is identical to pljs but with unknowns replaced by their 
bootstrap estimates. The desired result (3.14) is equivalent to 
sup sup sup (1 + Y’cL(u)l < a. (4.4) 
Oie<E n>l -co<y<m 
Let tijO denote the polynomial defined by 
gje(t) -l212 = s m f+ dIdrje(.Y) cP(Y)). - cc 
Then the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of arO(v) is 
J,,(l) = n(‘+ ‘)I2 
[ { 
&(t) - 1 - i npj’*7fje(t) epf2j2 , 
j= 1 1 1 
from which it follows that the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of (1 + y*) a,&) 
is a,,(r) -A$(t). Therefore, by the smoothing inequality for Fourier- 
Stieltjes transforms (e.g., Petrov [ 12, Theorem 2, p, 109]), 
sup (1 + Y2MdY)l -m<v<a 
5 
nr+ I
< c, tr’{ lii,,(c)l + Iii$(t)l} dt+ C,n-“+“, 
0 
where C1 is an absolute constant. Hence to prove (4.4) it suffices to show 
that the integral on the right-hand side is uniformly bounded. We shall 
establish only that 
I 
.,+1 
sup sup t-‘ld^ne(t)l dt< co, (4.5) 
O<B<& n>l 0 
the case of the second derivative being similar. 
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The functional a,, is Holder continuous in 19. Using this property it may 
be shown that for each a > 0 there exists b = b(a) > 0, and a set Sz,, G [0, E] 
containing O(nb) elements, such that 
s 
.,+I 
sup min trlId^ne(t)-~n,wb(f)I dt=O(n-“) 
OGe<& otc?, 0 
with probability one. Therefore (4.5) will follow if we show that for any 
sequence of sets 52, E [0, E] containing O(nb) elements for some fixed b > 0, 
sup max 
n21 BER. f 
.r+l 
t-‘l&z,e,(,)I df< 00 (4.6) 
0 
with probability one. 
Standard techniques for handling characteristic functions of sums of 
independent random variables may be used to prove that for some E, 6 > 0, 
uniformly in 0 < t < 6n”‘, where Z denotes a finite random variable. See, 
for example, Petrov [12, Lemma 4, p. 1401. To treat the case 6n1’2 < t < 
n r+l, note that 
It is straightforward to show that if E is sufficiently small then for all 6, 
c > 0. 
s 
03 
sup sup n>l 06e~E sn,,2 l~p(f)l e-f”2 dt= O(cC) 
with probability one. Result (4.5) will follow from the bounds in this 
paragraph if we show that 
n>l ecl2. s 
.r+ I 
sup max n’+’ 
&A* 
IL,sA~)l dt < 03. 
In view of formula (4.3) for &, it suffices to prove that for each c > 6 > 0, 
f  
UC+ 
sup max nr + ’ IOiea(t8/n1’2)I” dt < co. 
PI21 oc6-2, &I’~* 
Define a(t) = E(eifX), Be(t) = E(e(“+e’X), M,(8) = E(elsXI), 
fie(t)=n-* i e(if+e)x,, A(0)=npl i eeq, A,(e)=n-’ i ewv . 
j=l j=l j=l 
683/35/l-9 
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Then 
lG,(t~)l =fi(w’l&t)l 
< IA(e)-‘-M(e)-‘1 A,(e)+fw(e)-’ 
x 1 I&(t) - B(Wl + IPdt)-a(t)l + Ia( 1. (4.8) 
By assumption (2.2), 
sup (l-la(t)l}=91>0. 
Ifl >a 
Choose 8, >O so small that M,(8,) - 1 d q and M(8)-’ 2 1 + r] for 
068<8,. Then for O<f3<8, and any t, 
I/ls(t)-a(t)l = IE{ei’x(eex- l)}j <M,(B,)- 1. 
Therefore on the event 
cqe, t)= (IA(e)-‘-M(B)-‘I 611, 
ifio(eo) - Mo(eo)i d V, &w - h(t)i d ~1~ 
we have, by (4.8), 
On the complement d - of 8, l&Jtoi)l < 1. Therefore by Markov’s 
inequality, 
loi&oi/n”‘)l” dt > 1 
s 
cd+ 
<nr+’ 
&l/z C(l-?)“+p{~(e,t)-}ldt 
~cn2~‘+1)[(1-~)“+supP(b(e, t)-}]. 
r>o 
Given d > 0, Rosenthal’s inequality (Hall and Heyde [9, p. 231) may be 
used to prove that 
SUP SUP p(dye, t)- I= qnF-2-d) 
lOI<& r>o 
for sufficiently small E > 0. Hence 
sup p,(e) = qn-d). 
0~0~mml0~,~) 
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The set 52, contains O(nb) elements, and so if d> b + 2, 
1 PA@ = w-2). 
BER, 
Result (4.7) follows from this formula via the Borel-Cantelli lemma. 1 
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